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-ls much of this book attests,a wealth of researchprovides evidencethat
tuman infants have a core capacity for representing objects and their
motions. The environment contains a diversity of objects, however, with
wariedpropertiesand behaviors.Objectssuchaspebblesand blocks are inert;
:hev move or changeonly in responseto an external force. Objects such as
rutterflies and carshave internal mechanismsgeneratingforces that can proptl them. Self-propelledobjects can be further differentiated,according to
*e nature and characteristicpattern of their motions and the circumstances
that evoke theni. To navigate successfullyin this diverse and changing environment, perceiversand actors must categorize the objects around them
appropriately,determining what kind of thing each object is and how it is
iikely to behave.
Here we considerthree generalaccountsof the developmentof this ability
in humans. First, all human learning about objects may be supported by a
;ingle core domain that identifies and tracks objects through spaceand time
e.g.,Flombaum et al., Chapter 6; but seeAmso and fohnson, Chapter 9).
-\s infants track pebblesand parrots, balls and cars, they may gradually learn
that objectsfall into generalkinds with distinctive properties and behavior
a wealth of distinct core syse.g.,Spelke,1990).Second,humansmay possess
tems for representingobjects of different kinds. Early in development,infants
may distinguish natural from artifact objects, and they may further distinguish animals, plants, and nonliving natural kinds, as well as people from
different social groups and with various properties (Cosmides& Tooby, 1994;
Cosmideset al., 2003). Finally, human learning may stem from a very limited
setof core domains, such as one for reasoningabout social or sentient objects
and another for reasoning about all other kinds of objects (e.g.,Bloom, 2004;
Iohnson et al., 1998),or one for reasoningabout objectswith the capacityfor
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autonomous motion and another for reasoning about objects that lack this
capacity (e.g.,Baillargeon et al., Chapter 12; R. Gelman, 1990).
Behind these contrasting proposals is a longstanding question, still unresolved, concerning the origins and nature of conceptsin human infancy' Are
humans' most fundamental concepts, including person, object, animal, and
arffict, inherent in the human mind and manifest throughout human development, or are they products of learning and experience?Studies of human
infants are neededto addressthis question, using methods that can reveal
the signaturesof mature conceptual distinctions. In the present chapter, we
discussa new line of experimentson infants that follow this strategy,probing
infants' conceptsof autonomously moving objects that are natural (i.e', animals) or artifacts (i.e., vehicles).We consider theseconceptsin relation to two
more generalones:the concept self-propelledobject,which includes both animals and vehicles,and the concept object,which includes both self-propelled
objects and inert objectssuch as plants, cups, and rocks.

8.1 Theconceptanimal

Extensiveresearchon the origins of human conceptshas focusedon the concept animal in adults and children. This concept is universal acrosshumans
(Atran et a1.,2002)and is well establishedin children by the time they enter
school(Carcy,1985;Keil, 1989;S.Gelman,2003).At the centerof this concePt
are two principles. First, animals belong to kinds, whose members share not
only perceptible properties but also common internal properties and predispositions(R. Gelman, 1990;S. Gelman & Wellman, 1991;Simons & Keil,
1995).Second,animals move on their own, and their motion is internally generated,directed to goals,and takesefficient paths to those goals (R. Gelman &
Spelke,1981;Massey& R. Gelman, 1988;Viviani & Stucchi,1992).
Nevertheless,researchon children and adults does not clarifr the origins of
theseprinciples. It is possible that the concept animal extendsback to infancy. Alternatively, infants may be attuned only to object motions and visual
attributes, and they may construct the concept animal by learning about correlations of these featureswith one another and with deeper properties of
animals (seeQuinn, 2002; Rakison, 2003). Intermediate positions also are
possible:Infants may be predisposedto focus on objects and their sourcesof
motion and to form conceptsthat account for regularitiesin object structures
and functions, fostering rapid learning of conceptsof animals and vehicles
during infancy (Mandler, 2004).

In recent years,researchprobing the origins ofthe conceptsanimal and
vehiclehas centered on methods that probe infants' categorizationofobjects
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(for reviews,seeMandler, 2004;Rakison& Poulin-Dubois, 2001;Rakison&
Oakes,2003). Behind this researchis the assumptionthat infants' concepts
will be revealed through the categoriesthey form: If infants have a concept
animal, then they will categorizetogether perceptually dissimilar objectswith
the critical attributesof animals (e.g.,Mandler & McDonough, 1993,1998).
Ifinfants lack such a concept, then their categorizationofobjects will depend
more directly on the objects' perceptual characteristics,such as possessionof
particular parts (e.g.,Rakison & Butterworth, 1998).

8.2 Methodsfor studyinginfants'concepts
Infants' categorization of objects has been tested by means of a suite of
methods for eliciting object categorization,focusing on visual preference,
object manipulation, and deferred imitation. Studiesusing these methods
reveal that infants have an impressive capacity for categorizing animals as
distinct from other objects such as vehicles and furniture, on the basis of
object appearance(e.g.,Behl-Chada, 1996;Mandler & McDonough, 1993,
1996, L998;McDonough & Mandler, 1998;Pauen, 2002). Becauseanimals
and artifacts are highly complex, however, it is not clear what aspectsof
their appearanceare critical to infants' categorization(Pauen,2002;Rakison
& Butterworth, 1998). Moreover, the findings of this researchhave produced no consensusconcerningeither the statusofinfants' categoriesor the
courseof conceptualdevelopment(seeRakison & Poulin-Dubois, 2001, for
a review).
The problem, we believe,lies in the strategFof inferring conceptsfrom the
perceptualfeaturesused in categorization(Shutts & Spelke,2004). All categorization of perceptible objects must depend on some perceived properties of
those objects,whether or not that categorizationis guided by abstractconceptual distinctions. Moreover, there is no systematicmetric of shapeperception
or catalogofobject featuresthat would dictate how objects should be categorized in the absenceof abstractconcepts.For thesereasons,studiesof featurebased categorization do not reveal whether infants share adults' conceptual
categoriesof animal and.vehicleor form meaninglessgroupings of objectsthat
are similar in appearance.A consideration of adults' and young children's
conceptssuggestsboth the limitations of this strategyand a different approach
to the study of conceptsin infanry.
Researchwith adults and preschool children suggeststwo signatureproperties of mature animal and.vehicleconcepts. First, adults and children expect
different kinds of motion from animals versusother artifacts (..g., R. Gelman
& Spelke,1981;Massey& R. Gelman, 1988).In one study (Massey& Gelman,
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1988), for example, 3- and 4-year-old children were shown photographs of
animals, vehicles, and rigid objects, and they were askedwhether each thing
could go up and down a hill on its own. Children judged that only the animals
could move in both directions, and reported that eventhe vehiclescould move
only downhill by themselves.Thesefindings suggestthat children distinguish
animals from artifacts of all kinds by three yearsof age.
Second,adults and children expectanimals of the samekind to have similar
substanceproperties (colors and textures) as well as similar shapes,whereas
they expect artifacts to vary along substancedimensions. Thus, adults and children attend to information about color and texture when reasoning about animals, but not about artifacts (e.g.,Booth &Waxman,2002; Brown, 1990;Jones
& Smith, 1998;Joneset al.,I99l;Keil et al., 1998;Lavin & Hall,2002;Massey&
R. Gelman, 1988;McManus & Keil, 2001; Santoset a1.,2002).Preschoolchildren testedby Masseyand Gelman ( 1988),for example,usedtexture information to distinguish photographs of real animals from photographs of animal
statues(both of which had animal shapes),and correctly judged that only the
former was capableoiautonomous motion.
In summary, the mature con cept animal capturesa more abstract set of processesand properties: processesthat revealthemselvesin the object's behavior,
and properties that are specific to an object's substance.These observations
suggestan approachto the study ofthe origins ofthe conceptsin infants. Ifthe
mature conceptsanimal and vehicleoriginate in infancy, then infants should
show the two same signature patterns of inference. Presentedwith an object
in motion, they should expectthe object to move independently only if it possessesanimal features and moves like an animal. Moreover, when presented
with an object that looks like an animal, infants should generalizelearning
about that animal's motion to other objectsthat shareits underlying form and
substance.
Testing for thesesignaturesrequires a method for determining when infants
consider an object to be an animal. In the'natural world in which human
conceptual capacitiesevolved, the primary perceptual signature of animals is
autonomous motion: only animals moved in the absenceof an external force.
In the modern world, autonomous motion is less clearly a cue to animary,
becausevehicles, fans, blenders, and other machines also move through internal forces. These objects appearedonly recently in human history, however,
and most of them are both started and guided by human agents.If the concept
animal dependson a cognitive systemthat emergesearly in infancy under the
shaping effectsof natural selection,then it may be revealedthrough a method
that taps infants' predisposition to attend to and learn about self-propelled
motion.
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8.3 Infants'learningaboutself-propelled
objects
Our first line of researchfocuseson infants' reasoningabout the movement
behaviors of different classesof objects, using a procedure developedby
\larkson and Spelke(2006) for testing young infants'rapid learning about
self-propelled objects. In their experiments, 7-month-old infants were familiarized to eventsin which one windup toy object engagedin self-propelled
motion, whereas a different windup toy object was moved acrossa stageby
hand. Infants were then presentedwith stationary test trials in which both
objects were shown side-by-side alone on the stage.Markson and Spelke
(2006) predicted that infants would look longer in stationary test trials at the
object that had been previously self-propelledthan at the object that had been
previously hand-moved, becauseonly the former would be capableof future
autonomous motion. The predicted resultswere obtained in experimentswith
objectsthat had animal featuresand engagedin articulated motion. However,
in experimentswith toyvehicles or nonsenseobjectsthat displayedrigid translatory motion, infants did not demonstratelearning about the differential
movement capacitiesof the objects:they looked equally long at the two objects
in stationary test trials.
The pattern of results observedby Markson and Spelke (2006) could be
explainedin two ways.First, 7-month-old infants' learning about self-propelled
motion may be restricted to the domain of animals: Infants may attribute
self-propelled motion only to objects with animate features (e.g.,eyes,limbs,
articulated movement). An experiment by Pauen and Trduble (submitted)
supports the idea that infants' attributions of self-propelledmotion are specific
to objectswith animal features.Seven-month-oldinfants were familiarized
to scenesin which two objects-a plastic ball and ahairy worm-like stuffed
animal with a face-moved around a stagetogether. An invisible thread conjoined the two objectsso that the source of their joint motion was ambiguous.
Following familiarization, infants viewed test trials in which the objects were
separatedand presentedmotionlessnext to one another on a stage.Infants
looked longer at the stuffed animal than at the ball, suggestingthat they attributed the sourceof the motion to the object with animal features.
An alternative explanation of the findings of Markson and Spelke (2006)
is that infants learn about self-propelledmotion for all kinds of objects,but
only when the autonomous motion is more complex than rigid translation.
Rigid translation may be a poor indicator of self-propelledmotion for several
reasons.First, in Newtonian mechanics,rigid uniform translatory motion is a
default state of all objects, animate or inanimate. As a consequence,children
often observeinanimate objects undergoing rigid translation (e.g., a ball that
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is thrown or struck, an apple that falls from a tree). Consistentwith this possibility, researchprovides evidence that infants who view an object moving
after contact with another object do not endow the pushed object with selfpropelled motion (e.g.,Leslie& Keeble,1987).Thus, Markson and Spelke's
findings are consistentwith two quite different views of the origins of infants'
learningabout objects.
To test the breadth ofinfants'learning about self-propelledobjectsin the
first year of life, we manipulated categoryand motion information acrossthree
experiments. If young infants' conceptions of animate and inanimate objects
are rooted in knowledge of different patterns of movement (e.g.,Mandler,
2004), then infants might fail to learn about objects engagingin motions that
are not characteristicof animals.Additionally, infants may not be ableto learn
about self-propelledmotion for objects that lack animal featuressuch as a
faceand limbs. If, however,young infants' learning about objectsand their
movements is supported by a domain-general system,then infants may learn
readily about all kinds of objects,provided their motion is more complex than
uniform rigid translation.
The secondline ofresearch focuseson infants'generalizationoflearning
about animals.A substantivebody of previous researchhas shown that infants,
children, and adults attend to and generalizelearning about artifacts by shape
over changesin color and texture (e.g.,Baldwin et al., 1993;Brown, 1990;
Graham eta1.,2004;SantoseIa1.,2002;Welder & Graham,200l; Wilcox,
1999).In contrast, children and adults generalizelearning about animals both
by shapeand by substanceinformation (color and texture; Booth & Waxman,
2002;Jones& Smith, 1998;Iones et al., 1991;Keil et al., 1998;McManus &
Keil, 2001). No researchto our knowledge,however,has investigatedwhether
young infants learn and generalizeinformation about animals in accord with
their substanceproperties. To addressthis question, we investigatedyounger
infants' selectiveuse of shapeand color for learning about toy animals. Using
Markson and Spelke's(2006) method, 7-month-old infants were given the
opportunity to learn, during the experiment, that a toy animal was capableof
autonomous, biological motion. Then, we testedwhether, and on what basis,
infants generalizedthe capacity for autonomous motion to other toy animals
on the basisofshape and color.

8.3.1Selectivelearning about autonomously
moving animals
Our first study used a variation of the method of Markson and Spelke(2006)
to investigatewhether infants are capableof learning about the self-propelled
motion of an object that has animal features,but undergoesrigid, rather than
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deforming, animate motion. In familiarization trials, 7-month-old infants
saw two windup toy animals in alternation on a stage:a pink mouse and a
black monkey (Fig. 8.1a).As in Markson and Spelke's(2006) studies,one of
the animals was moved passivelyby a hand that graspedand moved it on the
stage.In contrast to their research,however, the other animal moved actively
in a motion that is not characteristicof animals: it flipped over backwardsin
a rigid rotation. After familiarization, infants were presented with the two
objects side-by-side and their looking time to each object was recorded.l
If infants'learning about self-propelledmotion is restricted to the domain of
objectsthat engagein the deforming motions characteristicof animals,we
reasonedthat they would fail to learn about thesemotion patterns, and their
Iooking preferencesat test would be unrelated to the objects' prior patterns of
motion. In contrast, if infants learn more broadly about self-propelledmotion,
rvereasonedthat they would look longer at the previously self-propelledobject
during the stationary test trials.
During the familiarization phase,infants looked longer at self-propelled
trials than hand-moved trials (M5p = 42.30 s, SD = 4.95; Msy= 40.05 s, SD =
5.56;t(15) = 2.22,p < 0.05).During the test trials,infantslooked longer at the
object that was previously self-propelledthan at the object that was previously
hand-moved(f(tS) = 2.33,p < 0.05).Fig. 8.2presentsinfants' averagelooking
toward eachof the objectsduring the test phaseof this experiment.
Infants therefore looked longer, both during familiarization and during
the stationary test trials, at the windup animal toy that was previously selfpropelled. The present resultsprovide evidenceagainstthe hypothesisthat
infants' capacity for learning about self-propulsion for animates is limited to
casesof deforming motions characteristicof animals, as the objects displayed
rigid, flipping movements. Infants showed reliable learning about a self-propelled object with animal features,even though the object underwent a rigid
rotary motion.
Thesefindings raise the question of whether infants'learning is specific to
objects with animal features (e.g., faces,bodies) or whether it also occurs for
familiar artifact objects.Although the infants in Markson and Spelke's(2006)
experiments failed to learn about the self-propelled motion of a vehicle that
underwent a rigid motion, the motion used in their experiment-uniform
translation-may have appeared to be the passiveresponseof an inanimate
object rather than actively generated,self-propelledmotion.

I Additionaldetailsaboutmethods
for allthestudies
presented
in thischaptercanbefound
onlineathttp://www.wjh.harvard.edu/-lds
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(a)

Fig.8.1 (a) Animalwindup toys,(b) vehiclewindup toys,(c) nonsensewindup toys,
(d) paintedanimalwindup toys usedin the studiesof learningand generalization.
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Accordingly, we next investigated whether infants learn about the selfpropelled motion of complex vehicles.During familiarization, 7-monthold infants saw trials in which one windup toy vehicle (e.g.,a dump truck)
engagedin nonuniform and nonrigid self-propelledmotion, whereasanother
windup toy vehicle (e.g.,a backhoe) was moved around the stageby hand.
Following familiarization, infants viewed stationary test trials in which both
objects appearedside by side on the stage(Fig. 8.lb). Ifinfants are able to
learn about the movement behaviors of vehicles displaying complex motion,
they would be expectedto look longer at the previously self-propelled object
during the test phase.
Once again, infants looked longer during familiarization trials in which
the vehicle exhibited self-propelled motion compared with hand-moved
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motion (Msp = 45.29s, SD = 1.58;MHM = 41.67s, SD = 3.23; t(I5) = 4.36,
p < 0.001). During the test phase,infants looked longer at the object that
was previously self-propelledthan at the object that was previously handmoved (r(15) = 2.00,p < 0.05,one-tailed;Fig. 8.2). Infants thereforeproved
capable of learning about the self-propelled motion of vehicles. Becausethe
test trial effectswere relatively weak, however, we replicated the experiment
with a new group of infants using the sameprocedure. Infants in the replication study also looked longer during the familiarization phase at trials with
self-propelledmotion (Msp = 42.63s, SD = 5.20;MsM = 38.36s, SD = 6.89;
f( 15) : 3.91,p < 0.001) and looked longer during test trials at the previously self-propelledobject (r(15) = 2.01,p < 0.05,one-tailed;Fig. 8.2). A
repeated-measuresANOVA with study (vehicles vs. vehicles replication) as
a between-subject factor and test object (self-propelled vs. hand-moved) as
a within-subject factor revealedonly a main effect of test object (F(1,30) =
8 .0 3, p< 0. 01) .
Thesefindings contrast with those of Markson and Spelke(2006), who did
not observerapid learning about vehicles.Interestingly, the rigid translatory
motion displayedbyMarkson and Spelke's(2006) vehicleswas more categorytypical than the motions of the vehiclesin the presentexperiments,yet learning
occurred in the latter but not the former case.The vehicleswe used displayed
articulated movements of individual parts and spontaneouschangesin path.
One or both of these attributes may have contributed to infants' successfrrl
learning, perhapsby highlighting or confirming the self-propelledobject's
capacityfor autonomous motion.

8.3.3Selectivelearning about autonomously moving
nonsense objects
Animals and vehicles are both familiar kinds of objects whose real-world
counterparts possessinternal sourcesof motion. Both types of objectspossess
salientfeatures,such asfacesand wheels,which infants may useto identifr and
categoize them. Do infants learn about self-propelled objects only when they
are confronted with objects in these familiar categories?We next addressed
this question by investigating whether infants are capable of learning about
self-propelled'nonsense'objectsthat are unfamiliar and that lack the identifring featuresof either animals or vehicles.
D urin g familiar ization trials with self- pro pelled motio n, 7- month - old
infants watched one windup toy object (e.g.,a pink'blob') flip over backward
as in our first study: a rigid nontranslatory motion. During familiarization trialswith passivemotion, infants sawa different windup toy object (e.g.,a black
blob) being tipped forward and back by the experimenter.As in the previous
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experiments,infants then viewed test trials in which both objectswere present
but neither moved (Fig. 8.1c).
Yet again, infants' looking was significantly longer for the self-propelled
object,both during the familiarization sequence(Msp = 42.89 s, SD = 4.26;
Mu M= 37. 96s , S D = 5. 5 4 ;t(1 5 ) = 4 .2 1 ,p < 0 .0 0 1 )a n d at test (r(l S ) = :.9t,
p < 0.01; Fig. 8.2). Infants therefore learned about the self-propelledmotion of
unfamiliar objectswithout animal featuresor biological motion.
Taken together, these findings provide evidencethat infants are broadly
capableof learning about self-propelled objects and their movements. A
comparison of the present findings to those of Markson and Spelke (2006)
suggeststhat in order to learn about self-propulsion, infants require motion
that is more complex than rigid translation of an object from one point
to another. Infants may fail to learn from rigid translation becauseit fails to
command their interest, or becauseit fails to convey that the obiect's motion
is self-generated.

e.:.+Probingthe mechanisms
that yield attention to
self-propelledobjects
Thesefindings raise questions about the causesofinfants'preferences for
self-propelled objects. On average,infants looked significantly longer during
familiarization trials with self-propelled motion than during familiarization
trials with hand-moved motion. Infants' preference for active over passive
motion is not altogethersurprising, given that autonomous motion is a marker of agencyand thereforemight be intrinsically attractiveto infants (Premack,
1990).Additionally, previous researchhas shown that young infants are more
engagedby self-propelled than by induced motion (e.g., Crichton & LangeKiittner, 1999).One concern, however,is that infants' test-trial preference
for the object that previously moved autonomously might have been driven
by a simple familiarity preferenceor by a simple preferencefor an object that
previously engagedin complex motion, rather than by an expectationof future
self-generatedmovement.
There are two reasonsto doubt the former hypothesis: first, infants tested
by Markson and Spelke (2006) did not show a significant preferencefor the
self-propelled over the hand-moved animal during familiarization, but they
neverthelesslooked longer at that animal during the test trials. Second,infants
testedwith nonsenseobjects by Markson and Spelke (2006) did show a preference for the self-propelled object during familiarization, but did not look
longer at the object during test. These findings suggestthat a preference for
self-propelledmotion is neither necessarynor sufficient for demonstrating this
preferencewhen the object is stationary.
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To explore further the relationship between familiarization and test preferencesin the three studies,a self-propelledfamiliarization preferencescorewas
calculated for each infant by subtracting total looking during hand-moved
familiarization trials from total looking during self-propelled familiarization
trials. We then used this self-propelled familiarization preference score as a
covariate in an analysis of variance. ANCOVA revealed that after controlling
for preference during familiarization, preference at test (for the previously
self-propelledobject) was significanc (F(1,62) = 4.98,p < 0.05). This analysis
also revealeda significant interaction offamiliarization preferencescore and
test object (F(1,62) = 6.39,P < 0.05), suggestingthat even though famt\aization preferencescannot firlly account for test preferenceQ,
such preferencesdo
play a role in test effects
The final experiment in this serieswas designed to explore further the relationship between familiarization and test preferencesby manipulating the
relative attractiveness of the two types of familiarization events. As in previous experiments, infants were familiarized with two objects that underwent
either autonomous or passive motion, and then they were shown the two
stationary objects on test trials. We altered the familiarization events with
passivemotion, however, to make them more engaging to infants than the
familiarization eventswith autonomous motion.2 If looking patterns at test
are a simple function of interest during familiarization, then infants should
look longer, during stationary test trials, at the object whose previous motion
was passive.
During the familiarization phase, infants looked significantly longer during
the trials with passivemotion than during the trials with self-propelledmotion
(Msp = 40.31s, SD = 4.27; MH.'= 42.37s, SD = 3.12;f(15) = 2.71,p < 0.05).
In stationary test trials, however, infants looked equally at both objects (r < 1;
Fig.8.2).
Becauseboth the first study (8.3.1) and this last study used objects with
animal features,but manipulated the complexity and salienceof the motion,
their findings were compared directly. To compare looking preferencesacross
studies,we subtractedtotal looking to the hand-moved from total looking
to the self-propelled object both during familiarization and during test, and
we conducted a repeated-measuresANOVA with experiment (first study vs.
last study) as a between-subjectfactor and phase (familiaization vs. test) as
a within-subject factor. Criticalln ANOVA revealedno interaction between
experiment and phase (F < 1): the increasein infants' preferencefor the selfpropelled object from familiarization to test was equal in both experiments.
2 Seeonlinesupportingmaterialsfor specificdetailsaboutthemotion.
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Thus, presentationof self-propelledmotion increasedinfants' test trial lookLry in this last study, as it did in the previous experiments, for reasonsbeyond
e simple preference for more interesting motion. Importantly, reversing
infants' preferencefor familiarization events (from a preferencefor autononous motion to a preferencefor passivemotion) did not result in a reversal
in infants' test preferences,nor did it interfere with the attention-enhancing
cffecs of self-propelled motion. Thesefindings provide evidencethat infants
rre sensitive to the pattern of autonomous motion and use that pattern to
karn about self-propelledobjects.
fn surn, babies distinguish self-propelled objects from objects that canmt move on their own. Beyond the general concept object, infants possess
the research
rnd use a narrower concept self-propelledobject.Nevertheless,
dbrcussedthus far provides no evidencethat babiesdistinguish self-propelled
objects that are animals from those that are artifacts.It is possible,however,
rhat babies distinguish animals from artifacts such as vehicles, even though
they expect both to move on their own. We turn, therefore, to a different
reriesof experiments that probes for the animal-artifacr distinction by focusing on the second signature of this distinction shown by older children and
edults.

8.4 Learningand generalizing
informationabout
self-propel
led objects
Mults and preschool children view animals, but not artifacts, as members of
kinds with a common structure and material composition. As a consequence,
edults and children generalizelearning about animals both by their shape
properties and their substanceproperties (Booth & Waxman, 2002; ]ones &
Smith, 1998;Iones et al., 1991;Keil et al., 1998;McManus & Keil, 2001). If
askedto imagine that they observe a novel animal with a particular set of properties, children and adults report that other animals of the samekind will be
similar to the target animal in shape,texture, and color. In contrast, if askedto
imagine that they observea new artifact, children and adults report that other
artifacts of the samekind will be similar in shapebut not in texture or color
(Keil et al., 1998).
To probe whether infants also distinguish animals from artifacts in this
manner, we investigatedinfants' generalizationof learning about animals. In
different experiments,we probed generalizationbasedeither on the shapesof
the animals or on their colors. If infants learn about animals as do older children, then they should generalizelearning acrossanimals on the basisof both
shapeand color.
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8.4.1Generalizingacrossanimals on the basisof shape
In our first study in this series,we tested whether infants generalizelearning
about the autonomous motion of an animal on the basis of the information
that adults and children use in generalizingabout both animals and artifacts:
shape.Seven-month-old infants participated in two experimentalblocks, each
comprising six alternating familiarization trials followed by two test trials, asin
our previous studies.The stimuli were eight windup toy animals:a blue horse,a
tan horse,a blue crab, a tan crab, a pink snail, a greensnail, a pink hippo, and a
greenhippo (Fig. 8.ld). During the familiarization phaseof eachblock, infants
viewed windup toy animals differing in shapeonly (e.g.,a blue crab and a blue
horse), one ofwhich moved on its own and one of which was moved passively
by a hand. For the test, infants viewed new objects with the same shapesbut
a different color, presentedwithout motion. If infants generalizelearning by
shape,we expectedthem to look longer during the test at the object with the
sameshapeasthe previously seenobject that had moved autonomously.
Resultswere analyzedwith a repeated-measuresANovA with block (l vs.
2) and movement (autonomous vs. passive)aswithin-subject factors.As in the
previous experiments,infants looked reliably longer during the familiarization
period at the event with autonomous motion, F(1,15) = g.03,p < 0.05 (Msp =
43.27s, SD = 2.56; Mmt = 39.26s,SD = 5.I 7). During the stationarytest,infants
looked longer at the objea that sharedthe sameshapeasthe toy animal that was
self-propelledduring familiarization(F(1,15)= t4.g4,p < 0.01;Fig.8.3,left).
self-propelled familiarization preferencesscoreswere calculated as in previous experiments, and used as a covariate in an analysis of variance. After
controlling for preferenceduring familiarization, infants showed a significant
preferenceat test for the object that sharedthe sameshapeas the one that had
previouslymoved autonomously(F(1,14) = 5.13,p < 0.05). Thus, similar to
preschool children and adults, infants generalizelearning about animals on
the basisof shape.

8.4.2Generalizingacrossanimals on the basisof color
Accordingly, we next investigated whether infants also generalizetheir learning
by color, over a changein shape.During famili arization,infants viewed windup
animals differing in color only (e.g.,a blue crab and a tan crab), one of which
moved autonomously.For the test,infants viewedtoy animalsof the samecolors
but a different shape(e.g.,a blue horseand a tan horse).Ifinfants havea concept
animal according to which animals divide into kinds with a common material
composition aswell asa common structure,then they may show successfirlgeneralizationby color, just asthey generalizedby dhapein the previous study.
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Infants in this secondstudy looked longer during familiarization trials with
autonomous motion compared with passivemotion (Msp = 43.57 s, SD =
t 79i M11y= 37.43s, SD = 4.09,F( 1,15) = 43.69, < 0.00I ). Therewasno sigP
nificant effect of block and no significant interaction between movement and
trck. In contrast, infants showedno looking preference,on the stationary test
trials, for the object with the samecolor and texture as the animal that moved
antonomouslyduring familiarization(F(1,15)= 1.13,NS; Fig. 8.3).
Infants therefore showed no evidenceofgeneralizing on the basis ofcolor
rrhat they learned about the objects they viewed during familiarization. These
findings suggestthat only shape servesas a basis for infants' learning about
enimals. Becausepreschool children and adults show this learning pattern for
utifacts but not for animals,the experiment provides no evidencefor differentiated animal and artifact conceptsin infancy. Nevertheless,it is possiblethat
rhildren take account of substanceproperties in learning about animals, but
do so onlywhen the animalshavethe sameshape(e.9.,Joneset al., l99l).
Accordingly, we next investigatedwhether infants take account of color in
kaming about animalsthat are similar in shape.In this third study, infants were
hmiliarized with two toy animals of the sameshapebut different colors (e.g.,a
Hue crab and a tan crab), one of which engagedin autonomous motion. For
test trials, infants viewed the sameobjects (e.g.,the blue crab and the tan crab)
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without motion. This study therefore required no generalization of learning
over a changein shape.Rather, it investigatedwhether infants can learn about
the motion properties of individual toy animals based on color differences
alone,when shapeis held constant.
Infants again looked longer, during the familiarization period, at the animal
that moved autonomously (Msp = 40.35 s, SD = 4.06; Msel = 35.97 s, SD
= 5.16;F(1,15) = 19.64,p < 0.001).For the stationarytest, however,infants
looked equally long at the two animals (F < l; Fig. 8.3). To compare the test
results from the first study (shape) to the test results of the secondand third
studies (color), we subtracted each infant's total looking toward the (previously) hand-moved object from their looking toward the (previously) selfpropelled object.We then compared the test preferencescoresof infants in
theseexperiments.Infants showed reliably more generalizationby shapethan
by color (t(+A) = 2.30,P < 0.05).

s.4.3The mechanismssubservinginfants' privilegingof
shapeover color
Infants showedno evidenceof learning about the movement properties of toy
animals on the basis of color, when shapewas held constant. In this respect,
infants' performance contrasts with that of adults and older children, who
use both color and shapein learning about kinds of animals. There are at least
two possible interpretations of this negative finding. First, infants may not
consider color information when learning about animals. Learning that a given
animal engagesin self-generatedmotion may generalizeto other animals with
the sameshape,even if infants only seethe movement exhibited by one object of
a particular color. Alternatively, infants may not have been able to discriminate
between, or remember, the two colors presented during familiarization. The
latter alternative is unlikelf becauseinfanrc have been shown to detect, discriminate,and remembercolorsin other experiments(e.g.,Bornsteinet al., 1976).It is
possible, however, that this ability would not be shown with the present
experiment and displays.A final study was conducted to distinguish betrveen
thesetlvo interpretations.
We createda test ofvisual discrimination betweenthe pairs of objectsusedin
the secondand third studies.During familiarization, infants saw two motionlesstoy animals of the sameshapeand color (e.g.,two blue horses)sideby side
on the stage.For the test, they saw one of the familiarization objectsalongside
another toy animal that differed from it only in color (e.g.,the blue horse and
the tan horse). If infants discriminate two animals differing only in color, and
they remember the familiar color, they should look longer at the animal with
the novel color in the test trials.
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Iluring the test trials, infants looked longer at the toy animal with the novel
(M*ov = 3.40s, SD = 1.37; Mp6p1
= 2.60S,SD = 1.04;F( 1,15) = 9.42,
&
0-01).
This
finding
provides
evidence
that infants can perceive,discrimit<
nc and remember the color properties of eachof the objects,and it therefore
ceuains our interpretation of the generalization studies.Although infants
c perceiveand remember both the shapesand colors of these objects,they
Lrtr€d and generalizedlearning about self-propelled motion on the basis of
ilryealone.

t-5 Thedevelopmentof objectconcepts
presentfindings provide evidencethat infants make a conceptual distincbetween objects that are capableof autonomous motion and those that
In the studies describedin Section 8.1, infants learned rapidly about
-not.
- self-propelled motion of a broad classof objects, including animals that
frrylayed rigid rotary motion, vehiclesthat displayednonrigid and nontranshory motion, and unfamiliar objectsthat engagedin rigid rotary motion.
lhese findings accord with and extend those ofprevious researchon infants'
nsitivity to the sourcesof object motion (e.g.,Luo & Baillargeon,2005; Luo
daL, in press;Markson & Spelke,2006; Pauen & Trduble, submitted).
Nevertheless,the experiments in Sections8.1 and 8.2 provide no evidence
&t infants possessthe more specific conceptual distinction between selflropelled animals and.artifacts.Infants showedneither of the two signaturesof
*b distinction found in older children and adults. Unlike children and adults.
ilants' attributions of autonomous motion do not appearto be dependent
qr category information, or on motions typically associatedwith particular
categoriesofobjects. Infants learned no more readily about self-propelled
objeas with the features and characteristic motions of animals, than about
d-propelled objectswith the featuresand motions of vehicles,or about nonsrse objects.
Additionally, unlike children and adults, infants did not learn about aninrelsin accordwith both shapeand substanceproperties. Rather,they learned
$out animals according to the same property they employ when reasoning
ebout novel artifacts: shape.Seven-month-olds infants' reliance on shape
ccords with findings from researchon older infants'attention to shapewhen
kaming about artifact objects (e.g.,Baldwin et al., 1993;Graham et a1.,2004;
Wilcox, 1999), as well as with researchon children's reliance on shapefor
rord learning (e.9.,Graham & Poulin-Dubois, 1999;fones & Smith, 1998;
lones et al., 1991;seeXu et al., Chapter ll). Their failure to use substance
information learning about animals contrasts with the performance of older
L
h
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children and adults (Booth & Waxman, 2002;Jones& Smith, 1998;Joneset al.,
1991;Keil et al., 1998;McManus & Keil, 2001),and suggests
that infantslack a
key signature of the distinction between artifact and natural kinds.
This conclusion is negative, and so it must be offered with caution. It is possible that future work, using different displays, methods, or sigrratures of the
animal-vehicledistinction, will find evidencein young infants for some of the
principles that guide young children and adults' reasoningabout animals and
artifacts. Nevertheless,severalfeaturesof our findings render this possibility
unlikely. First, the displays used in the present studies were the same sorts
of toy animals and vehicles that have demonstrated successful categorization of animals and artifacts in older infants and children (e.g.,Mandler &
McDonough, 1998;Rakison & Butterworth, 1998). Second,the signatures
for which we tested reflect what may be the deepestproperties of animals in
relation to artifacts: the role of substanceproperties in determining and constraining animals'behavior, and the role of autonomous motion in exhibiting
that behavior.
Nevertheless,it is possiblethat other aspectsof.the animal-artifact distinction have earlier roots in human development. In particular, shapeinformation may support generalizations differently over animals versus artifacts.
Although infants in the present studies generalized learning about objects
in both categorieson the basisofobject shape,it is possiblethat the shape
descriptions given to animals and to artifacts differ for infants, as they do for
older children and adults (e.g.,Becker& Ward, 1991;Landau & Leyton, 1999).
Despite this possibility, it is clear that some of the most striking markers of the
animal-vehicle distinction found in children were not observed in the present
studies.
Our findings present an interesting contrast with those obtained in studies
of adult nonhuman primates using a related looking-time method (Hauser,
1998). Adult cotton-top tamarin monkeys were presented with objects that
moved either autonomously or passivelyin responseto external forces, and
that either possessedor lacked animal features.Perception of the animacy of
the objects was testedby presenting an object, occluding it, and then revealing the object at either the same or a new location. If monkeys represented
an object as capable ofself-generated motion, they were expected not to be
surprised by its change in location, and therefore were expected to show equal
looking whether the object was revealed in the same or a different location.
By this measure,monkeys distinguished self-propelledanimals from passively
moved objects,as did the infants in our studies.In contrast to human infants,
however, they also distinguished self-propelled animals from self-propelled
objects of all other kinds, providing evidence for further distinctions between
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*h-propelled objectsthat are animate versusinanimate. Becausethe monkeys
rere adults, it would be most interestingto repeatthesestudieswith infant
nonkeys to chart the development of the latter distinction in this species.
Why might human infants have a general concept of self-propelledobject
but not the specificconceptsanimal and vehicle?One possibleexplanation,
mspired by evolutionarypsychology, is that artifacts such as vehiclesare relair-ely recent inventions. In the environment in which humans evolved,the
onlv objectswith the capacityfor autonomous motion were animals, and thus
& svstemdedicatedto perceivingand reasoningabout self-propelledobjects
-"ould havebeen sufficient for making inferencesabout animal kinds.
interestedin the developmentof the animate-inanimate disResearchers
jnction have proposed a variety of accountsfor how infants might construct
:oncepts of animals and artifactsby attention to and analysisof motion
information. Both R. Gelman (1990) and Mandler (2004) have suggested
'Jratinfants'categoriesare inductively rich and structured around a causal
analysisof object motion. Infants are predisposedto analyzethe sourcesof
notion of all perceived objects.When they view an object whose motion has
ro evident external cause,they posit an internal causeto the motion and take
'Jrat causeto specifr its kind. Mandler (2004) has posited that image schemas
:uch as self-motionversts causedmotion and animate motion (hypothesized
:o be'rhythmic, up and down, and irregular',p. 96) versusinanimatemotion
distinguish animate from inanimate objects and form the basis of infants'
earliestcategories.On theseviews, infants' causalanalysisgivesrise to a primi:ii'e concept, self-propelledobject,from which more specific concePtssuch as
enimalwilTarise.
A leanerview hasbeenproposedby others (e.g.,Rakison,2003). Infants may
be biasedto attend both to object motion and to object parts of any kind. In
':heenvironments in which our speciesevolved, this bias would direct attention toward animals. Attention to global motion and motion of parts may be
supported,in turn, by an evolvedmechanism for predator and prey detection.
Domain-generalassociativelearning mechanismstherefore may allow infants
ro associatedifferent kinds of static and dynamic object attributes and form
categoriessuch as animals and artifucts.Experimentswith younger infants are
reededto distinguishtheseviews.
However these questionsare resolved,the presentresearchexemplifiesa
rtrategyfor investigatingthe origins and early developmentof category-specific
knowledge,modeled on strategiesthat havebeen usedin recentyearsto investigatethe developmentof many other aspectsof object cognition that are treated
in this volume and elsewhere(Carey & Xu, 2001;Scholl,2001;Shutts & Spelke,
1004).In thesestudies,we investigatedwhether young infants show critical
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signaturesof the conceptual distinctions made by older children and adults.
Children and adults distinguish animals from artifacts on the basis of both
their part structures and their characteristicmotions. Moreover, children and
adults selectivelylearnand generalizeinformation about objectsalong different
dimensions, depending on the domain to which the objects belong. With the
presentmethods, investigatorscan ask when in developmenthumans begin to
displaythesesignaturepatterns.In light of our findings that infants fail to show
the central signaturesof conceptssuch as animal, future studiescan probe the
circumstancesunder which these signaturesbegin to appear,thereby tracing
how maturation and specificexperiencesshapechildren's emergingconcepts.
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